Bones
“Bury me at sea,” says my mother—in-law.

“I love the ocean.” I love it too, but the thought of all
that motion when rest is clearly called for
unnerves me.
Besides, I cannot eat fishes eyes; I do not want them
eating mine.
We pass a cemetary and Rachel, little root-bound
friend of my daughter points and pipes, “My
grandmother’s name is already on the stone.
I think it’s neat to know where you’re going. Right
next to Grandpa.”
Neat, I suppose, in a stolid sort of way ...
But who can crave eternal rest in sterile,
unaccustomed ground next to strangers named
Doris and Ferd?
I do not know these people; I might not even like them.
My good friend Lil prefers cremation.
“I want to be thrown into a gentle wind from some
bucolic hill.”
But I think of my husband’s tale of a comrade in arms
who wished his ashes scattered from his plane;
at the vital moment came a shift of wind and “We all
wore old Harry.”
I would like to be buried with my dogs. What better
company?
Here lies Huey, shot by a neighbor for stealing
chickens.
Poor foolish, grinning hound, such Biblical justice
seems extreme
in this enlightened age.
And Tess, who somewhere had heard Dylan. Feisty
even in extremis she went out
on a high note of stunned outrage.
Finally Rufus, deaf old, arthritic, incontinent Rufus
so dearly cherished in spite of having lived too long.
Would we were all so lucky.
I would like to be buried with my dogs. What better
place?
Tranquil they lie in a sun-dappled spot of my own New
England soil at the junction of two stone walls.
There are grasses and flowers in season
And cushions of leaves and snow later.
I like the thought of our bones moldering down
together toward some fine creative purpose.
Richest of loam, black and crumbly, more grasses,
more flowers, more leaves.
I would like to be buried with my dogs, but zoning, of
course, would not allow it.

